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1.99 MILLION
TOTAL DISPAcED SOMALIS
882,775
refugees and asylum-seekers
1.1 MILLION
internally displaced in Somalia

WHERE ARE THEY?

Kenya 37%
Yemen 29%
Ethiopia 28%
Uganda 4%
Djibouti 1%
Eritrea 0.3%

TOP REFUGEE OPERATIONS
hosting > 20,000 Somalis

Ethiopia | Dolo Ado 28%
Kenya | Dadaab 23%
Kenya | Alinjugur 13%
Yemen | Aden 7%
Kenya | Kakuma 6%
Yemen | Sanaa 5%
Ethiopia | Jijiga 5%
Kenya | Nairobi 4%
Uganda | South-Western 3%
Others 7%

REgIONS OF ORIGIN OF SOMALIS

Lower Juba 20%
Gedo 20%
Banadir 19%
Bay 13%
Middle Juba 9%
Bakool 4%
Lower Shabelle 3%
Hiraan 1%
Others 13%

AGE AND GENDER COMPOSITION

Women & Children 81%
Male 49%

Figures shown are provisional and subject to change.